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We want to embrace the mess, imperfection and realness of 
life—and to have some fun along the way. In each issue, on our 
website and on social, you’ll find delicious, reliable recipes, 
Canadian fashion and beauty picks, joy-sparking decor 
inspiration, trustworthy health advice and award-winning 
journalism on all the issues that matter to Canadian women.

I’m Maureen Halushak, editor-in-chief 
of Chatelaine, where our mission is to 
celebrate, empower, inspire and inform 
an often overlooked demographic: 
women aged 35+.

We’ve been talking to Canadian 
women about all the issues that matter 
for more than 90 years, and we’d love 
for you to join the conversation.”

—Maureen Halushak
Editor-in-Chief

ABOUT
CHATELAINE
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MEET SJC MEDIA
Chatelaine is published by SJC Media, the largest Canadian publisher of trusted brands that 
serve communities of loyal fans, which can be leveraged by our advertising partners.

We produce best-in-class content through our premium print, digital and social pillars. Our 
reach extends coast to coast, touching more than 17.9 million Canadians through our 
portfolio of national and local media brands, allowing advertisers to reach and engage with 
Canada's most sought-after consumers. 

We connect to our influential and discerning audiences through trusted, entertaining, 
empowering, innovative, authentic and inclusive journalism and storytelling. 

As a media company for the future, with a remarkable past, we strive to be as diverse and 
inclusive as the communities we serve. 

We are beyond content. 

We are SJC Media.



MEET OUR
AUDIENCE
Reach the almighty Canadian woman 
through Chatelaine. She’s educated, 
informed, and engaged.  

Chatelaine readers are “Super Influencers”. They 
love to shop, are the first among peers to buy 
new products, and have others seek their advice.

24%
34%
37%

Likely to buy new products before friends

More likely to have friends seek their advice 
on new products

More likely to agree that advertising greatly 
influences their purchase decisions

42021 MEDIA KIT

72%

28%

AVERAGE HHI

$78,600+ 
EDUCATION

77%
Have a college diploma or 
higher

AVERAGE AGE 

47

CIRCULATION

156,000+ 
per issue

Readers pick up the same 
issue an average of 

3.2X

AVERAGE AUDIENCE

2,988,000+
per month (print & digital)

SOCIAL MEDIA

827,000+
Followers

ACCESS POINTS

CHATELAINE.COM

UNIQUE VISITORS

670,000+
per month

TOTAL VIEWS

2,235,700+ 
per month

161.4K+ 522.5K+

76.8K+ 66.3K+
Source: Vividata (Fall 2020), Google Analytics 3-Month Average (November 2020), Canada Only.

57% 14% 29% 
Desktop Tablet Mobile

https://www.chatelaine.com/
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IN EVERY ISSUE

AGENDA
What you need to read, watch and listen to 
this month.

STYLE
Fashion and beauty picks tailored to real life—with 
an emphasis on Canadian brands and products.

HOME
Joy-sparking decor inspiration, featuring attainable 
spaces and the stories behind them.

HEALTH
Science-based health advice for an often overlooked 
demographic: middle-aged women.

LIFE
Award-winning journalism and real-life stories 
on everything that matters to Canadian women. 

FOOD
Delicious recipes that work—for every day and 
special occasions.

OUR
CONTENT

2021 MEDIA KIT
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PUBLISHING CALENDAR

JANUARY 2021
Welcome to Cozytown

FASHION/BEAUTY 
Our no-BS guide to the year’s best 
beauty products

DECOR 
A pretty, pastel-filled condo designed by one 
sister for another 

HEALTH 
Changing the way we talk about obesity

FEATURES 
How I learned to love quilting

FOOD 
Our staffers’ favourite comfort food recipes; 
how to make your own pasta

FEBRUARY/MARCH 2021
2021 Winner Dinners

FASHION/BEAUTY 
The ultimate guide to growing out grey hair; 
pandemic dressing

DECOR 
Six space-transforming paint projects

HEALTH 
Three women share how they use CBD for 
better health

FEATURES 
When does positivity turn toxic?

FOOD 
Date night dinners for two + wine pairings; 
how to hot pot at home; our best bar and 
square recipes; cozy Instant Pot recipes

APRIL 2021
The Green Issue: Optimist’s Edition

FASHION/BEAUTY 
The secret life of second-hand clothing

DECOR 
Easy ways to make your home more 
eco-friendly

HEALTH 
How to green your oral care routine

FEATURES 
Buffy Sainte Marie at 80

FOOD 
Plant-based baking; five ways with dried beans; 
how to build a vegan cheeseboard

MAY/JUNE 2021
Get Organized 

FASHION/BEAUTY 
Five mother-daughter pairs take the latest 
fashion trends for a spin

DECOR 
A room-by-room guide to cleaning house; the 
cutest laundry room we’ve ever seen

HEALTH
Meet the new face of menopause

FEATURES 
Inside five sweet pandemic weddings; how to 
build a feminist city

FOOD
Pretty cakes; hearty salads; our best burgers

JULY/AUGUST 2021
Made in Canada

FASHION/BEAUTY 
Bathing suits for all bodies

DÉCOR
Five city dwellers who escaped to the country 
share the highs (and lows)

HEALTH
CBD versus weed: which is healthier?

FEATURES 
One-of-a-kind summer experiences from 
coast to coast

FOOD 
A PEI seafood feast; Indigenous food special; 
ice cream desserts

SEPTEMBER 2021
Fresh Start

FASHION/BEAUTY 
How to rebuild your office wardrobe

DECOR 
Kitchen trend report

HEALTH 
One woman’s struggle to receive a liver 
transplant

FEATURES
How to navigate long-term care post-COVID

FOOD 
Quick pickles and jams; tomato recipes

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2021
Best of Fall

FASHION/BEAUTY 
Our Annual, Better-Than-Ever Beauty List

DECOR 
Inside an artist’s sweet home in the Prairies

HEALTH
Chatelaine sex survey: 1,000 women share 
what sex after 40 is really like

FEATURES
The female farmers changing the way we eat

FOOD 
A veggie-forward Thanksgiving feast

DECEMBER 2021
Homemade Holidays

STYLE 
Made In Canada gift guide featuring Canada’s 
best makers and artisans

DECOR 
How a decor shop owner decorates for 
Christmas

HEALTH 
The most notable advances in women’s 
health in 2021

FEATURES 
Our Annual Women of the Year

FOOD 
Holiday Cookie Hall of Fame; best small 
kitchen appliances; best cookbooks of 2021 

Subject to Change



PRINT
DIGITAL
SOCIAL
BRANDED CONTENT
EVENTS

WHAT WE OFFER
670K+ 
Unique
Visitors
Monthly

We’ll help tailor your campaign to one (or all) of our robust media channels, whether 
it’s a print magazine ad delivered to the home of a devoted Chatelaine subscriber, or 
digital custom content amplified across chatelaine.com and our social channels. 

2.5M+
Readers
Per Issue

827K+
Social
Followers
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Source: Vividata (Fall 2020), Google Analytics 3-Month Average (November 2020), Canada Only.

http://chatelaine.com/


PUBLISHING CALENDAR

PRINT

RATES (NET)
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ISSUE SPACE CLOSE MATERIAL CLOSE IMPACT DATE ON-SALE DATE

February/March 2021 Jan 5 Jan 8 Jan 29 Feb 4

April 2021 Feb 19 Feb 25 Mar 19 Mar 25

May/June 2021 Apr 1 Apr 8 Apr 30 May 6

July/August 2021 May 28 Jun 3 Jun 25 Jul 1

September 2021 Jul 23 Jul 29 Aug 20 Aug 26

October/November 2021 Sep 3 Sep 8 Oct 1 Oct 7

December 2021 Oct 15 Oct 21 Nov 12 Nov 18

January/February 2022 Nov 26 Dec 2 Dec 24 Dec 30

FREQ. 
DISC. 

% 
DISCOUNT

FULL-
PAGE DPS OBC IBC IFC 

SPREAD 1/2 PAGE 1/3 PAGE

1X - $28,170 $49,298 $35,213 $30,987 $61,622 $18,311 $12,677

3X 25% $21,128 $36,973 - - - $13,733 $9,507

6X 35% $18,311 $32,043 - - - $11,902 $8,240

media.



We offer a variety of 
premium advertising 
placements across 
chatelaine.com. Our ad 
units are strategically 
positioned to maximize 
visibility and engagement 
for advertisers.

DIGITAL

DOUBLE
BIG 
BOX

Looking for maximum 
impact? This opportunity 
offers advertisers 100% 
share of voice and 
averages 35K daily 
impressions on the 
homepage and most 
other points of entry.
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AD UNITS DEVICES RATES (NET)

Big Box (300x250) Desktop, Tablet, Mobile $20/CPM

Leaderboard (728x90) Desktop, Tablet $20/CPM

Double Big Box (300x600) Desktop, Tablet $25/CPM

Skyscraper (160x600) Desktop, Tablet $25/CPM

Mobile Leaderboard (320x50) Mobile $25/CPM

Mobile Banner (300x50) Mobile $20/CPM

Video Desktop, Tablet, Mobile $40/CPM

AD UNITS DEVICES RATES (NET)
Big Box (300x250) Desktop, Tablet, Mobile

$1,100/Day

Leaderboard (728x90) Desktop, Tablet

Double Big Box (300x600) Desktop, Tablet

Billboard (970x250) Desktop, Tablet

Wallpaper X2 (2000x90) Desktop, Tablet

Mobile Leaderboard (320x50) Mobile

Mobile Banner (300x50) Mobile

BIG 
BOX

LEADERBOARD

DISPLAY ADS

HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER (POE)

media.

chatelaine.com
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Chatelaine subscribers love seeing us in their inbox, evident by our 
tremendous open rates that far exceed industry benchmarks. Align your 
brand with one of four curated newsletters based on your desired 
category, reach and frequency. 

BIG 
BOX

BIG 
BOX

BIG 
BOX

38%

Our eblast list is comprised of subscribers who have opted to receive 
communications from Chatelaine partners. Engage this audience 
through custom designed eblasts that offer 100% SOV.

AVERAGE
OPEN RATE

28%
AVERAGE
OPEN RATE
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NEWSLETTERS FREQUENCY AD UNITS SUBSCRIBERS OPEN RATE RATES (NET)

Daily Fix Daily (Mon-Fri) Big Box (X2) 78,800+ 36% $4,000

Best of Chatelaine Weekly (Thu) Big Box (X2) 63,400+ 40% $3,200

Health & Wellness Weekly (Wed) Big Box (X2) 26,300+ 38% $1,400

Food Bi-Weekly (Tue, Sat) Big Box (X2) 48,000+ 47% $2,500

AD UNITS SUBSCRIBERS OPEN RATE RATES (NET)
CUSTOM 53,200 28% $10,700

NEWSLETTERS

DEDICATED EBLAST 

media.

EBLAST

NEWSLETTER

2021 MEDIA KIT
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SOCIAL
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PLATFORM AUDIENCE RATES (NET)

Facebook 161,400+ Starting at $2,100/Post

Instagram 76,800+ Starting at $1,500/Post

Twitter 66,300+ Starting at $1,500/Post

Pinterest 522,500+ Starting at $2,100/Post

YouTube 129,000+ Starting at $3,725/Post

With a combined following of 827K+, Chatelaine is no stranger to social media. We know 
how to engage our followers on every platform that matters. In 2020, the Chatelaine
Facebook content reached more than 10M people, and generated over 2.2M+ engagements
(including reactions, comments, shares and clicks).

Looking to reach Canadian women through social? We’ve got you covered! Over 90% of our 
Facebook and Instagram followers are female, and more than 80% are domestic.

media.

2.2M+
FACEBOOK 
ENGAGEMENTS
IN 2020 
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INTEGRATED EDITORIAL

SPONSOR CONTENT

BRANDED CONTENT
Storytelling is what we do, and we’d love to help tell your brand’s story. Our 
iconic media brands craft stories that resonate with Canadians, and our new 
branded content studio will lend that same editorial expertise to creating 
content that elevates your brand.

• Best for advertisers looking for editorial recommendations on how to most effectively and 
authentically integrate into our content

• Voice, look and feel of the content will match the brand’s style

• Best for marketers with a specific message or theme in mind, with less flexibility to align with 
editorial recommendations

• Voice, look and feel of the content itself will differ from the brand’s style

media.
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BRANDED CONTENT CASE STUDY
Dove #ShowUs x Chatelaine

2021 MEDIA KIT 

A Dove survey found that 70% of women do not feel represented in media images, so they curated a stereotype-
busting stock image collection called #ShowUs. Chatelaine is committed to reflecting Canadian women in all their 
complex beauty and diversity. So it was natural for the two brands to come together for an innovative and inspiring 
collection of five unretouched covers showcasing body diversity and the latest swimwear.

AWARD WINNING CONTENT
Best in Content Publishing

2019

4K+
ORGANIC 
SOCIAL 
ENGAGEMENTS

media.



ALWAYS-ON BRANDED 
CONTENT POSSIBILITIES
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SPECIAL ISSUES

ANNUAL GREEN ISSUE
Exploring a more sustainable lifestyle on every page

MADE-IN-CANADA ISSUE
A celebration of Canadian food, beauty and culture

HOLIDAY ISSUE
All the cookie recipes and gift picks to get you 
through the season

BEAUTY LAB SEAL
Stand-alone beauty product coverage + seal, 
powered by reader reviews.

CHATELAINE KITCHEN SPONSORSHIP
Integrate your products seamlessly into our kitchen and the 
content we create there.

SPONSORED SHOPPABLE CONTENT 
Our editors will curate product picks embedded with 
shoppable widgets.

media.



SIGNATURE & 
CUSTOM EVENTS
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Whether it’s sponsoring one of our signature events or working with us to 
celebrate a public or private special initiative, our virtual/live events provide 
excellent value, reach and return. All-inclusive, customized programs can be as 
simple as RSVP management from start to finish, or as grand as securing top 
vendors, branding/signage, photography, entertainment and more.

MARKETING, AWARENESS & REACH

CONTENT & POST EVENT COVERAGE

• We manage the promotional campaign, invites, ticketing (if required), RSVPs and production 
of all assets; as well as targeted invitations or deployment of a promotional campaign across 
our robust print, digital and/or social channels.

• Social coverage during the event with the option to have an editor on-site to co-host, 
participate in a panel or curate content. 

• Opportunity for print, digital and/or social post-event coverage.

media.



CONTACT US

Lynn Chambers
SVP, Revenue

lynn.chambers@stjoseph.com
+1 647 273 8583

media.

SJC Media
15 Benton Rd.
North York, ON
M6M 3G2

Tracy Miller
Managing Director, Sales

tracy.miller@stjoseph.com
+1 416 575 7561

Terry Smith
Director, Customer Success

terry.smith@stjoseph.com
+1 519 835 2836 
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